Performance Objectives
Identify why you have a zombie outbreak.
Identify different types of zombies.
Examine the impact of zombies on the workplace
Understand that it is the little things that count as Compass Leader

Zombie Origins
Start with You!
To really have a complete zombie search you should include an assessment of yourself to determine if you might be patient zero when it comes to the spread of the zombie virus at your workplace. What does it mean for your organization if your compass is broken and you are in fact the epicenter for the spread of zombification among your staff.

Favorite Zombie Movies
Soul sucking, money draining, productivity killing entities that chip away at an organizations spirit and engagement levels one employee at a time.

Workplace Zombie Defined
You might not see the bite mark and it only takes one!

Examples of Zombies
What type of zombies do you have at your workplace?

### Final Thoughts
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### Next up, “The Complete Player”